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What would saving 30 minutes per nurse per med pass mean to your team?



 PAXIT helps nurses work smarter, not harder.






Start Saving Time












Coronavirus Resources
To our customers and visitors, please click to read recommendations and resources to help us take proper precautions and stay informed during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) situation.





Coronavirus Resources

























Why Remedi
A Pharmacy

That Leads WIth

Technology,

Connectivity, and

Humanity.

Learn More
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Paxit
The Technology

You Need,

The Accuracy

You Deserve.

The Paxit® Difference
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About Us
Who's Behind all of This

Safety&

Efficiency

Anyway?

Learn More
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Resources
A Daily Dedication

To the Needs of

Residents,

Nurses,

And Administrators

Learn More
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PAXIT®: 24-hour, Unit-Dose Medication System


Learn more about Paxit Packaging



Safety
Accuracy
Efficiency
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Safety
When nurses use PAXIT, they quickly notice the added safety measures that are automatically put in place. As they dispense the medications, each PAXIT bag is quickly and easily verified against the MAR in 3 easy ways.
And with PAXIT, there is no commingling of medications. We remove the question of which drug is which. Each medication is individually wrapped and labeled, allowing your staff to identify each medication with no question.
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Accuracy
Today's complex drug regimens require stringent attention to detail. Our automated technologies not only increase workplace efficiency and cut costs, but also create a safer and healthier environment for your residents. PAXIT employs a 6-point quality verification of every dose dispensed throughout the filling process, utilizing the latest technology to ensure unparalleled accuracy. We deliver accountability down to the pill to ensure that every medication gets delivered to the right resident at the right time, every time.
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Efficiency
Our automated technology helps increase workplace performance and overall operational efficiency by simplifying and consolidating the time-consuming and repetitive tasks, such as paperwork, that takes time away from caring for residents. PAXIT can save an average of 30 minutes per medication pass. 








SafetyExpand
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When nurses use Paxit, they quickly notice the added safety measures that are automatically put in place. As they dispense the medications, each Paxit bag is quickly and easily verified against the MAR in 3 easy ways.
And with Paxit, there is no co-mingling of meds. We remove the question of which drug is which. Each medication is individually wrapped and labeled, allowing your staff to identify each medication with no question.
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Today's complex drug regimens require stringent attention to detail. Our automated technologies not only increase workplace efficiency and cut costs, but also create a safer and healthier environment for your residents. Paxit employs a 6-point quality verification of every dose dispensed throughout the filling process, utilizing the latest technology to ensure unparalleled accuracy. We deliver accountability down to the pill to ensure that every medication gets delivered to the right resident at the right time, every time.
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Our automated technology helps increase workplace performance and overall operational efficiency by simplifying and consolidating the time-consuming and repetitive tasks, such as paperwork, that take time away from caring for residents. Paxit can save an average of 30 minutes per med pass. 















COVID-19: Infection Control in Long-Term Care Facilities


Have you considered the impact of your med pass on infection control? With PAXIT, the 24-hour, unit-dose medication management system, you can reduce the risk of spreading infection while providing essential pharmacy services to every senior in your care. Reduced touchpoints with medications, safer dispensing, immediate disposal of packaging, and specialized med cart organization all contribute to a safer experience for staff and residents.









Learn More About PAXIT & Infection Control















Why Remedi?


Remedi SeniorCare is a leading pharmacy innovator servicing long-term care facilities and communities, as well as other adult-congregant living environments. Providing personalized, attentive service, our team helps customers stay focused on providing exceptional person-centered care and delivering better business results through advanced technology solutions and clinical expertise.














Learn More

Innovative Technology
Remedi facilitates accuracy and efficiency in medication dispensing and administrative tasks, while ensuring the safety of residents, staff and information.








Learn More

Cost Management
Our financial tools allow you to monitor and control administrative medication costs, while improving process and outcomes.








Learn More

Clinical & Regulatory Expertise
Our experts are available 24/7, providing you with access to answers you need, when you need them.
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A Culture of Compassion, Innovation, and Speed.



A Culture of Compassion, Innovation, and Speed.


Become a part of a team that provides more than ordinary service. Our culture allows us to fulfill our mission of providing the best pharmacy services possible to long-term care facilities and communities, and the residents for whom they care.  





Learn More



View Job Listings
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Educational Offerings


 We deliver pertinent education for caregivers with a cohesive approach to all initiatives. Whether attending our CEU sessions or reading the Pulse, you will understand how the Remedi team provides practical and timely information for your team.













The Remedi Pulse

Bi-Monthly Resource

In-Service Sessions

Educational Events & Webinars

Consultant Pharmacist

The Remedi Pulse
Stay up to date on regulatory and survey information and drug data. The Remedi Pulse enables nurses, administrators, and staff to remain current with industry news and trends.
View Archive



Bi-Monthly Resource
Trust Remedi and our customer-inspired innovation to help you stay on top of the latest industry news and to address current issues.
View Archive



In-Service Sessions
Condensed learning sessions hosted by Remedi's consultant pharmacists and account managers   provide nurses and staff timely information to assist them in their daily routine.
View Upcoming Events



Educational Events & Webinars
Our nationally recognized speakers present at conferences around the country, host webinars, and speak at events sponsored by our local pharmacies.
View Upcoming Events



Consultant Pharmacist
Our Consultant Pharmacists are focused on person-centered care in their clinical philosophy and will be an integral part of helping you contain costs.
Learn More














Testimonials

View All

We are saving over 30% per month and the customer service is excellent. We feel like we are their only customer.Shana Espinoza
Administrator
Pleasantview, Shiawassee County Medical Care Facility


Simply put, where medication availability, cutting-edge technology, customer service, medication safety and financial stewardship align, that’s where Remedi SeniorCare is, your post-acute pharmacy partner of choice.Angie Sutton
VP Operations
Exceptional Living Centers


Bringing Remedi in was one of the best decisions that I ever made.Chad Tuttle
SVP Hospital & Post Acute Operations
Corewell Health (FKA Spectrum Healthcare)


I have been in the assisted living industry for over 16 years and have been a part of several pharmacy conversions. I am so overwhelmed with the support and conversion…Syndell Lawhon, RN
Divisional Vice President - South Division
Care Services


Remedi services are amazing. My consultant pharmacist, Kathy, is wonderful. The PAXIT system is great - you couldn’t make a mistake, even if you tried. And, we only have one-two days…James White
Health & Wellness Director
Brookdale Westerville


Expectations are very high for improving health care outcomes in the post acute setting. We have worked with Remedi for many years, and they are committed to providing the highest…Heather Barnhart RN, BSN
Director of Nursing
F. F. Mueller Center


You guys are great with working on any issues we may run across and trying to find solutions.April Hall
Director of Nursing
Springmeade Health Center


Remedi has been an outstanding pharmacy for Brookdale Barberton! Any issues have been addressed immediately, and their customer service goes above and beyond.Tanya Holcomb
Health Wellness Director
Brookdale Barberton


The staff working with our facility is the best! I appreciate all of your effort and prompt attention. All of you have really gone beyond my expectations in transitioning to Remedi. I'm…Tonya Wiley
Resident Care Director
Mayfair Village Retirement Center


Good customer service can sometimes be difficult to come by these days, but my experience with Remedi has been excellent. Remedi did an outstanding job of supporting our change over…Cathy Zimmermann Dunn, RN, BSN
Director of Nursing
Laurels  of Galesburg


Remedi structured an appropriate implementation plan for our multi-facility start ups. They had a great understanding of our clinical and financial goals and worked with us in several phases according…Rachelle Ayers
Regional Director of Clinical Services
Aurora Health Management


Remedi Rx was instrumental in helping us prepare for our yearly survey, especially Bill Vaughan, who has extensive experience, having been a surveyor for many years. I have also found…Barbara J. Carroll, M.D., C.M.D.
Chief Medical Officer
Broadmead


Remedi has been a long-term partner with Carroll Lutheran Village. They truly specialize in the unique pharmaceutical needs for long-term care. They continue to invest in critical technology needed to…Geary Milliken
President/CEO
Carroll Lutheran Village


We have been a client of Remedi Pharmacy for more than 10 years and were a client of Woodhaven, the original company that became Remedi, early in our facility’s history. …Jerry Bowen
Chief Operating Officer
Stella Maris, Inc.


MyRemedi Account Manager is always kind, friendly and helpful.  I know if there is an issue, big or small,  that when I contact her, she will find a resolution, as well…Heather Maxwell, LPN
Health and Wellness Director
Brookdale Salem


My nurses love PAXIT, which I believe is the safest, most user friendly, cost saving medication dispensing system available to long-term care.  Remedi continues to provide great emphasis on customer…Kimberly Malin, RN,MSN, CDONA, CM/DN
Director of Nursing
Hillhaven Assisted Living, Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, Inc.


Remedi SeniorCare Pharmacy and Edenwald have had a wonderful working relationship for several years. They provide excellent and thorough service! Remedi extends the best customer service to Edenwald and our…Michelle Rosenheim
Administrator
Edenwald


PAXIT’s 24-hour unit-dose med pass solution with individual blister packs has pushed our bedside accuracy and resident safety to new heights.Vincent McCubbin
Administrator
Rockville Nursing Home


With the introduction of PAXIT, our nurses are much more efficient. Plus we've seen a tremendous reduction in the disposal and waste of medications, and a 20% reduction in our…Kevin Williams
Chief Operating Officer
Transitions Health Care, LLC


The most challenging piece of the transition for our staff was adjusting to the new electronic workflow. We had another electronic MAR/pharmacy, so there were some things the staff had…Jennifer Dori, RN
Director of Nursing
Services Transitions Healthcare


The transition to Remedi as our new pharmacy has been wonderful. The amount of their preparation and support has been truly impressive; they have been here every minute to ensure…John B. Henry
CEO, Administrator
St. Joseph's Ministries


We were surprised to learn that Remedi and our EHR vendor already knew each other and were actively engaged in the pharmacy interface development. We didn’t have to spend extra…Janice M. Johnson, BSN, RN-BC,
Director of Nursing
Carroll Manor Nursing & Rehab Center


The value of our partnership with Remedi is priceless. It is more than a vendor-nursing home relationship. It is trust and service, and Remedi delivers both. They care about their…Paula L. O’Neill
N.H.A. Executive Director
Maryland Masonic Homes


I have found working with Remedi to be a positive experience for a number of reasons. They communicate professionally and in a timely manner. They are progressive in the use…John B. Henry
Administrator
St Joseph's Ministries















  









Have a question?


We can give you quick and reliable answers.





Contact Us







Our Partners
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Meet Our Partners
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CONNECT WITH US






Facebook





Twitter





LinkedIn





YouTube
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